TO;

1. All members of the Board of directors,
2. Relevant Ministries,
3. Institutions,
4. Organizations,
5. Companies,
6. All Textile—Technical and Division committee’s members, - All Textile and Textile products manufactures,
8. All General Leather stakeholders.

Dear Sir/Madam;

RE: DRAFT TANZANIA STANDARDS FOR STAKEHOLDERS’ COMMENTS
Please refer to the heading above.
Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) is in the process of developing Standards on;

a) TDC 3 (6335) P3 — Textiles — Non-woven bags — Specification

According to procedures for preparation of Tanzania Standards, the Draft Standards are hereby circulated for stakeholders’ comments.

Being one of the key stakeholders in Standards development, we kindly request you to go through the Draft Standards and send your comments regarding its technical contents. Suggestion which entails revision of text should indicate the preferred wording and the relevant clause should be quoted against each comment. In case you find it suitable and no comments, please notify accordingly.

Your comments can be submitted in electronic form through our email written on the footer below or fill your comments in form D attached with this letter.

We will appreciate receiving your comments before 22/10/2019.
Thanking you in advance for your kindly and continued cooperation.

Yours Sincerely,

Johnson Kiwia

Ag. HTS

FOR; DIRECTOR GENERAL.

Encl;

1. Draft Standards for comments.
2. Comments review form.
TO;

1. All members of the Board of directors,
2. Relevant Ministries,
3. Institutions,
4. Organizations,
5. Companies,
6. All Textile— Technical and Division committee's members, - All Textile and Textile products manufactures,
8. All General Leather stakeholders.

Dear Sir/Madam;

RE: DRAFT TANZANIA STANDARDS FOR STAKEHOLDERS' COMMENTS

Please refer to the heading above.

Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) is in the process of developing Standards on;

a) TBS/TDC 6 (6336) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 1 – Determination of mass per unit area.
b) TBS/TDC 6 (6337) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 2 – Determination of thickness
c) TBS/TDC 6 (6338) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 3 – Determination of tensile strength and elongation.
e) TBS/TDC 6 (6340) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 5 – Determination of resistance to mechanical penetration (ball burst procedure).
f) TBS/TDC 6 (6341) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 6 – Absorption.
g) TBS/TDC 6 (6342) P1 Textiles – Test method for nonwovens – Part 7 – Determination of bending length.
h) TBS/TDC 6 (6343) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 8: Determination for liquid strike-through time (simulated urine)
i) TBS/TDC 6 (6344) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 9: Determination for drapability including drape coefficient
j) TBS/TDC 6 (6345) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 10: Lint and other particles generation in the dry state
k) TBS/TDC 6 (6346) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 11: Run-off
l) TBS/TDC 6 (6347) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 12: Demand absorbency

n) TBS/TDC 6 (6349) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 14: Cover stock wetback
o) TBS/TDC 6 (6350) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 15: Determination of air permeability
p) TBS/TDC 6 (6351) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 16: Determination of resistance to penetration by water (hydrostatic pressure)
q) TBS/TDC 6 (6352) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 17: Determination of water penetration (spray impact)
r) TBS/TDC 6 (6353) P1: Textile – Test methods for nonoven – Part 18: Determination of breaking strength and elongation of nonwoven materials using the grab tensile test
s) TBS/TDC 6 (6354) P1: Textile – Nonwoven – Vocabulary
u) TBS/TDC 5 (6202) P1: Textiles – Footwear – Test methods for outsoles – Flex resistance